Buoy Deployment Report

Buoy information
Buoy name: 2020P226
IMEI: 300234068118581
Buoy type: Surface Velocity Profiler (iSVP)
Buoy owner: Polar Research Institute of China

Deployment information
Date and Time (UTC): 24.04.2020 17:00
Position (Lat/Lon): 84.04556/15.85576
Region:
Contact: Jennifer Hutchings (COAS)
Expedition name: MOSAiC
Means of deployment: Ship - gangway

Snow and ice conditions
Snow depth:
Ice thickness:
Ice freeboard:
Ice types: Unknown

Buoy-specific parameters
In NRT: on

Additional information (comments, weather, topography, ice floe size, etc.)
Deployed at Balloon Town
To prevent buoy loss, it was moved at 7:20 UTC May 16th, so last report at 0700 and first report at new location 20m away at 0800.